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Minimally Modified Balanced Codes
Kees A. Schouhamer Immink , Life Fellow, IEEE, and Jos H. Weber , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— We present and analyze a new construction of
bipolar balanced codes where each codeword contains equally
many −1’s and +1’s. The new code is minimally modified as
the number of symbol changes made to the source word for
translating it into a balanced codeword is as small as possible.
The balanced codes feature low redundancy and time complexity.
Large look-up tables are avoided.

Index Terms— Balanced code, constrained code, error propa-
gation, Raney’s Lemma.

I. INTRODUCTION

LET x = (x1, . . . , xn), xi ∈ {−1, 1}, be a word of
length n with bipolar symbols. The balance of a word

x, denoted by w(x), is defined by w(x) =
�n

i=1 xi. A word
is said to be balanced if w(x) = 0, n even, i.e., it consists of
equal numbers of −1’s and +1’s. A code is said to be balanced
if each word in the code is balanced. Balanced codes have
found widespread application in various fields such as data
transmission and data storage [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Look-
up tables for translating source words into balanced code-
words and vice versa have been applied for small n [7], [8].
Enumeration techniques [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] have been
advocated for encoding and decoding balanced words as it
achieves the minimum redundancy possible. The complexity
of enumerative coding, mainly the coefficients look-up tables,
grows with n2, which makes it less practical if complexity is
at a premium.

Knuth’s implementation of balanced codes [14], [15], [16]
is attractive for encoding large source words as its complexity
scales linearly with word length n, but it requires a redundancy
log2 n, which is, for large n, around twice the minimum redun-
dancy of a code comprising the full set of balanced codewords.
Modifications of Knuth’s generic scheme bridging the gap
between the minimum redundancy and that of Knuth’s imple-
mentation are discussed in Al-Bassam and Bose [17], [18],
Tallini et al. [19], [20], and Weber and Immink [21], [22].

Knuth’s balancing method is handsomely simple: a first
segment of the source word is inverted, i.e. flip the symbol
sign, for balancing. In addition, a prefix (tag) that uniquely
identifies the length of the inverted segment is forwarded to
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the receiver. A disadvantage of Knuth’s method is that the
encoder inverts on average n/4+1 symbols, which may result
in extreme error propagation when the tag is received in error.
Implementations having low redundancy, complexity, and error
propagation are welcome alternatives to the art.

Our Contributions: We present a novel method for effi-
ciently translating arbitrary user data into balanced codewords,
which is based on Raney’s Lemma also known as Cycle
Lemma [23], [24], [25], [26]. As in Knuth’s construction,
the encoder judiciously inverts a number of source symbols
for obtaining the codeword. The proposed code, however,
is minimally modified as the number of symbol inversions is
minimal, which is an attractive virtue for reconstructing the
source word when errors are made during transmission. The
encoder inverts, on average, approximately

�
n/2π, n � 1,

symbols of the source word. Thus, for example, for n =
1000 only around twelve symbol inversions are required on
average (assuming equiprobable source words).

Information regarding the symbol modifications made to the
source word is encoded into a small redundant tag appended
to the codeword. We investigate fixed- and variable-length
tag schemes. Tags of multiple codewords can be combined
so reducing the overall redundancy. The redundancy of a
fixed-length tag scheme equals log2(n/2 + 1). The average
redundancy of a variable-length tag scheme approaches the
minimum possible for asymptotically large values of n. The
(time) complexity of the new balanced encoder and decoder
grows linearly with n.

We start in Section II with a description of Raney’s Lemma.
In Section III, we detail the encoding and decoding algorithms.
The code’s redundancy is discussed in Section IV, and a
performance comparison is given in Section V. Section VI
furnishes the conclusions of our paper.

II. RANEY’S LEMMA

We start with two definitions. The n partial, or running,
balances of the index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denoted by s(i, k), are
defined by

s(i, k) =
i+k−1�

j=i

xj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (1)

where we extend the sequence x by letting xn+p = xp for
1 ≤ p ≤ n. An index i is said to be a minimal index of x if
and only if all the partial balances are positive, i.e.

s(i, k) > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (2)

In other words, an index i is a minimal index of x if and
only if the partial balances of xi, . . . , xn, x1, . . . , xi−1 are all
positive. Note that it is immediate from (2) that if index i is
a minimal index then xi = xi+1 = 1.

0018-9448 © 2022 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Partial balance s(1, k) versus k for n = 10 and x =
(1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1, 1). The diagram shows s(1, k) in the extended
interval 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, by letting xn+p = xp for 1 ≤ p ≤ n, which makes it
more convenient to peruse the partial balances s(i, k) for any i, as explained
in the text. The minimal indexes of x are the k-values of the points indicated
by the circles.

Define the set of all minimal indexes of x by ρ(x).
If w(x) > 0 there are, according to Raney’s Lemma [23], [24],
exactly |ρ(x)| = w(x) minimal indexes, where |X | denotes
the cardinality of a set X .

Example 1: Let n = 10 and x = (1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1,
1, 1, 1). There are w(x) = 4 minimal indexes. Figure 1
illustrates the partial balances, s(1, k), versus k. We can check
that index i = 1 is a minimal index, since all partial balances
s(1, k) are positive. Further, note that s(i, k) = s(1, k + i −
1) − s(1, i − 1), This implies that for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n the
s(i, k) curve with 1 ≤ k ≤ n can be obtained from the curve
in Figure 1 by considering it from k = i up to k = i+n−1 and
then shifting this segment i−1 units to the left and s(1, i−1)
units downwards. Hence it follows that the minimal index set
is ρ(x) = {1, 8, 9, 10}.

III. RANEY’S LEMMA-BASED BALANCED CODES

A. Antipodal Matchings

Ordentlich and Roth [25] pioneered antipodal matchings for
two-dimensional weight-constrained codes, which are based
on Raney’s Lemma. Before showing their results, we define
the function y = f(x, S), where S is a subset of {1, . . . , n},
by

yi =
� −xi, i ∈ S,
xi, i /∈ S.

(3)

Ordentlich and Roth [25] showed that all n-bit input words,
x, of balance w(x) > 0 can be converted into n-bit output
words, y, of inverted balance w(y) = −w(x) by

y = f(x, ρ(x)). (4)

In other words, we simply obtain the entries yi of y by invert-
ing the +1’s at all minimal indexes of x to −1’s. For the other
indexes we simply have yi = xi. Ordentlich and Roth proved
that the above antipodal matchings are bijective mappings, and
they presented an efficient (linear-time complexity) algorithm
for finding the set of minimal indexes ρ(x), w(x) > 0, for

all word lengths n. They generalized the algorithm to words
x with w(x) < 0.

At first sight, the above algorithm looks superfluous as
purely reversing the sign of a word balance is obviously
achieved by inverting all symbols of x. The algorithm based
on Raney’s Lemma, however, has the advantage that a minimal
plurality of symbols (+1’s only if w(x) > 0 or −1’s only if
w(x) < 0) is inverted, which is a highly attractive feature
for constructing two-dimensional weight-constrained codes as
shown in [25]. Below we show that Raney’s Lemma can be
harnessed to balance codewords with a minimal number of
symbol inversions.

B. Balanced Codes

Let Sw denote the set of n-bit words, x, whose balance
equals w(x) = w, that is

Sw =

�
x ∈ {−1, 1}n :

n�
i=1

xi = w

�
. (5)

Note that S0 is the set of balanced words.
Let the (minimal) indexes in ρ(x) be ordered in magnitude,

that is ρ(x) = {i1, i2, . . . , iw}, where i1 < i2 < . . . <
iw−1 < iw. For w > 0 we define the mapping φ(.) between
x ∈ Sw and the balanced y = φ(x) ∈ S0, where

y = φ(x) = f(x, {i1, i2, . . . , iw
2
}). (6)

Clearly w(φ(x)) = 0.
The following lemma shows some important properties,

which will be used later. Essential parts have been presented
in [ [25], Prop. 4.6].

Lemma 1: For x ∈ {−1, 1}n with w(x) = w > 0 and
ρ(x) = {i1, i2, . . . , iw} with i1 < i2 < . . . < iw−1 < iw <
iw+1 = i1 + n, it holds for all 1 ≤ j ≤ w and ij + 1 ≤ v ≤
ij+1 − 1 that

(i)
v�

i=ij+1

xi ≥ 0,

(ii)
ij+1−1�
i=ij+1

xi = 0,

(iii)
ij+1−1�

i=v

xi ≤ 0.

Proof: (i) Since ij is a minimal index of x, we have

v�
i=ij+1

xi =
v�

i=ij

xi − xij ≥ 1 − 1 = 0. (7)

(ii) Note that

w�
j=1

ij+1−1�
ij+1

xi =
w�

j=1

ij+1−1�
i=ij

xi −
w�

j=1

xij

=
n�

i=1

xi −
w�

j=1

xij = w − w = 0.
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Fig. 2. Partial balances, s(1, k), of a) an arbitrary source word, x, and b)
that of the balanced codeword y = φ(x) versus index k for n = 100; word
balance equals w = w(x) = 16. The partial balances at the minimal indexes
of x are indicated by a ‘*’.

Since
ij+1−1�
i=ij+1

xi ≥ 0 ∀j

because of (i), the result follows.
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii) that

ij+1−1�
i=v

xi =
ij+1−1�
i=ij+1

xi −
v−1�

i=ij+1

xi ≤ 0 − 0 = 0.

�
Note that this lemma deals with sums of symbols at positions
in the strings between two (cyclicly) consecutive minimal
indexes. In particular, it says that the sum of the symbols in

(i) any head of such string is nonnegative,
(ii) the complete string is equal to zero,
(iii) any tail of such string is nonpositive.

As a visual illustration we have plotted in Figure 2 the partial
balances, s(1, k), of a) an arbitrary source word x of length
n = 100, w(x) = 16 and b) the partial balances of the bal-
anced codeword y = φ(x). The partial balances at the minimal
indexes of x are indicated by a ‘*’. The various properties
discussed in Lemma 1 can easily be noted. For example, note
the unity balance increments between consecutive minimal
indexes. The partial balances of the balanced codeword y are
indicated by a ‘*’ at the minimal indexes of source word x.
For the smallest w/2 minimal indexes of x we note unity
balance decrements between consecutive minimal indexes,
while for the largest w/2 minimal indexes we note unity
balance increments between consecutive minimal indexes.

C. Encoding

We propose the following encoding rule, denoted by y =
ψ(x), for translating an n-bit source word x, x ∈ {−1, 1}n,
into a balanced n-bit codeword y, y ∈ S0:

y = ψ(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

φ(x), w(x) > 0,
−φ(−x), w(x) < 0,
x, w(x) = 0,

(8)

Fig. 3. Basic encoding algorithm ENC(x).

TABLE I

PART OF ENCODING TABLE y = ψ(x) FOR n = 6. A ‘0’ INDICATES ‘−1’.

where −x denotes (−x1,−x2, . . . ,−xn). Figure 3 shows the
basic encoding algorithm ENC(x). Part of the encoding table,
n = 6, has been tabulated in Table I; note that for clerical
convenience a ‘0’ indicates a ‘−1’ symbol. As ψ(−x) =
−ψ(x) we can easily extend the table. Note that in the
mapping y = ψ(x) the |w(x)/2| rightmost symbols of the
codeword y equal those of the source word x. We have
y = ψ(x) =⇒ xi = yi, i = n−w/2 + 1, . . . , n, where w =
w(x) > 0. By definition of y = ψ(x), see (6), (8), and (9),
only the symbols are inverted at indexes in {i1, i2, . . . , iw/2}.
We have {i1, i2, . . . , iw/2} ⊂ {1, . . . , n−w(x)/2}, so that the
w(x)/2 rightmost symbols of x are unchanged. As w(x) ≥
2 we have yn = xn for all x.

The receiver is able to uniquely recover x from the received
(balanced) y = ψ(x) if we add a tag to the sent y that uniquely
identifies the balance of the source word x. A tag can be sent
separately as a pre- or postfix or we may combine multiple
tags to form a large tag data word. The code redundancy is
discussed in Section IV.

D. Decoding

The decoder uniquely retrieves a facsimile x� of the original
source word, x, from the received (balanced) y = ψ(x) and
tag associated with the balance of the source word, w(x).
Figure 4 shows a description of the basic decoding algorithm.
Note that the decoder (time) complexity grows linearly with
word length n. The next theorem shows that the decoding
algorithm is correct, that is, DEC(ENC(x)) = x.

Authorized licensed use limited to: TU Delft Library. Downloaded on February 06,2023 at 11:42:42 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 4. Basic decoding algorithm DEC(y, w).

Theorem 1: For any x ∈ {−1, 1}n, it holds that
DEC(ENC(x)) = x.

Proof: We show that the decoding algorithm, shown in
Figure 4, with input (ψ(x), w(x)) is correct and generates
the original source word x as an output. From the encoding
and decoding procedures, this is trivially true if w(x) = 0,
while correctness of the w(x) > 0 case implies that it is also
true for the w(x) < 0 case. Hence, we further assume that
w = w(x) > 0. Note that

vi =

⎧⎨
⎩

−xi = −1 if i ∈ {i1, . . . , iw
2
},

xi = 1 if i ∈ {iw
2 +1, . . . , iw},

xi otherwise.
(9)

Let a be the sum of the first i1 − 1 entries of v, i.e.,

a = zi1−1 =
i1−1�
i=1

vi =
i1−1�
i=1

xi. (10)

It follows from Lemma 1 (ii) and (9) that

zij = a− j, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w
2
}. (11)

Furthermore we have

zi≥
⎧⎨
⎩

a− w
2 ∀i ∈ {iw

2
, . . . , n},

a− j ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , w
2 − 1}, i ∈ {ij, . . . , ij+1−1},

a ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , i1 − 1},
(12)

where the first two inequalities follow from (9), (11), and
Lemma 1 (i), while the third inequality follows from the fact
that zi < a would imply with (9) and (10) that

i1−1�
j=i+1

xj =
i1−1�

j=i+1

vj = zi1−1 − zi > a− a = 0,

which contradicts Lemma 1 (iii). Hence, (11) and (12) give
that m = a− w

2 and that for any j ∈ {1, . . . , w
2 } the smallest

i such that zi = m+ w
2 − j = a− j is i = ij , and thus that

i�j = ij . In conclusion, the decoder output satisfies

x� = v� = f(v, {i�1, . . . , i�w2 }) = f(y, {i1, . . . , iw
2
}) = x.

�

IV. REDUNDANCY

The number of balanced codewords of length n equals

|S0| =
�
n
n
2

�
, (13)

and thus the minimum redundancy of balanced codewords of
length n, denoted by H0, is

H0 = n− log2 |S0| = n− log2

�
n
n
2

�
. (14)

For asymptotically large n we have the approximation [14]

H0 ≈ 1
2

log2 n+ 0.326, n� 1. (15)

The redundancy of the new code is governed by the amount
of data required to recover the balance w(x) of the source
word x. The balance w(x) ∈ {−n,−n+ 2, . . . , n− 2, n} so
that for the simplest fixed-length tag scheme, the redundancy
is log2(n + 1). The next theorem will help to reduce the
redundancy.

Theorem 2: Let y ∈ S0, zi =
�i

j=1 yj , for i = 1, . . . , n,
zmin = min{zi}, and zmax = max{zi}. Then it holds that

|{x ∈ Sw : ψ(x)=y}|=
⎧⎨
⎩

1 if w ∈ {−2zmax,
− 2zmax + 2, . . . ,−2zmin},

0 otherwise.

(16)

Proof: From Theorem 1 it follows that the mapping ENC(x)
from {−1, 1}n to S0×{−n,−n+2, . . . , n} is injective. Hence,
for each w ∈ {−n,−n+2, . . . , n}, there is at most one word
x ∈ Sw for which ψ(x) = y. In items (i)-(v) below we
investigate for which values of w such a word x exists. Define
i�j = min{i : zi = zmin + w/2 − j}, j = 1, . . . , w/2, and
observe that y ∈ S0 implies

zmin ≤ 0 ≤ zmax.

(i) If w = 0, then there does exist an x ∈ Sw such that
ψ(x) = y, namely x = y, which immediately follows
from (8).
(ii) If w ∈ {2, 4, . . . ,−2zmin} then there does exist
an x ∈ Sw such that ψ(x) = y, namely x =
f(y, {i�1, . . . , i�w/2}). This can be checked as follows.
Note that zi′j = zmin + w/2 − j < 0 and xi′j =
−yi′j = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , w/2, while xi = yi for all
indexes i 
= i�j . On the one hand, observe that any i with
i�j < i < i�j+1, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , w/2 − 1}, i�0 = 0, is not a
minimal index of x, since

i′j+1−1�
m=i

xm =
i′j+1−1�

m=i

ym = zi′j+1−1 − zi−1 ≤ 0.
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On the other hand, any i�j , j = 1, . . . , w/2, is a minimal
index of x, since for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} it holds that

i′j+k−1�
i=i′j

xi ≥
i′j+k−1�

i=i′j

yi + 2b ≥ −b+ 2b = b ≥ 1,

where b = |{m ∈ {j, j + 1, . . . , w/2} : i�j ≤
i�m ≤ i�j + k − 1}|. In conclusion, i�1, . . . , i

�
w/2 are the

w/2 smallest minimal indexes of x, and thus ψ(x) =
f(x, {i�1, . . . , i�w/2}) = y.
(iii) If w ∈ {−2zmin + 2,−2zmin + 4, . . . , n}, then
there is no x ∈ Sw for which ψ(x) = y, as we will
show next. Suppose there does exist such x. Let the
w/2 smallest minimal indexes of x be i1, . . . , iw/2. Since
y = f(x, {i1, . . . , iw/2}) and x = f(y, {i�1, . . . , i�w/2}),
it follows that ij = i�j ∀j. Hence, we obtain the
contradiction

zi w
2

=
i1−1�
i=1

yi +

i w
2�

i=i1

yi =
i1−1�
i=1

xi − w

2
≤ −w

2
< zmin,

where the first inequality follows from Lemma 1 (iii) and
the second from the fact that w > −2zmin.
(iv) If w ∈ {−n,−n+ 2, . . . ,−2zmax − 2}, then there is
no x ∈ Sw for which ψ(x) = y, which can be shown in
a similar way as (iii).
(v) If w ∈ {−2zmax,−2zmax + 2, . . . ,−2}, then there
exists an x ∈ Sw such that ψ(x) = y, which can be
shown in a similar way as (ii).

�
Define

N(y) = zmax − zmin + 1, (17)

where N(y) is called the balance span of y. Let r(y) denote
the number of distinct source words x ∈ {−1, 1}n that map
to y ∈ S0, that is

r(y) = |{x ∈ {−1, 1}n : y = ψ(x)}|, y ∈ S0. (18)

Corollary 1: For all y ∈ S0 , it holds that

r(y) = N(y).

Proof: This result immediately follows from Theorem 2 by
counting the number of w for which |{x ∈ Sw : ψ(x) =
y}| = 1. �

A. Fixed-Length (FL) Tag Scheme

The tag length of a scheme with a fixed-length tag depends
on the maximum value of r(y), and for a variable-length
scheme it depends on the distribution of r(y). We easily find
that 2 ≤ r(y) ≤ n/2 + 1. Note that the codeword denoted by
y1 that starts with n/2 −1’s and ends with n/2 +1’s (and the
n− 1 circular shifts of y1) has the largest number of source
words that map on it, namely the n/2+ 1 words, x, that start
with p, p = 0, 1, . . . , n/2, −1’s and end with n− p +1’s.

The decoder must be able to distinguish between at most
n/2 + 1 source words that map on the received word, which
makes it possible to reduce the tag length to log2(n/2 + 1).

To do so, the encoder first computes y = ψ(x) using the
encoding algorithm, see Figure 3, and subsequently it com-
putes r(y). Using r(y), the value w(x) is uniquely encoded
into the n/2 + 1 possible tag values, so that the decoder can
uniquely recover w(x) from the tag and y. The redundancy
of this scheme equals log2(n/2 + 1).

B. Variable-Length (VL) Tag Scheme

The average redundancy of a VL tag scheme is less than
that of the above fixed-length tag scheme. As the distribution
of r(y) is the same as that of Knuth’s code, we follow [22]
for the computation of the redundancy of the VL tag scheme.
The number of balanced words y of length n with r(y) = u,
denoted by P (u, n), 2 ≤ u ≤ n/2 + 1, is given by [22]

P (u, n) = D(u, n) − 2D(u− 1, n) +D(u− 2, n), (19)

where

D(u, n) = 2n
u�

i=1

cosn πi

u+ 1
. (20)

The above expression is surprising as D(u, n) is integer
valued. Using a result by Merca [27] we may translate (20)
into a summation of binomial coefficients

D(u, n) = (u+ 1)
v�

k=−v

�
n

n
2 + k(u+ 1)

�
− 2n, (21)

where v = �n/(2u + 2)�. The redundancy of the VL tag
scheme, denoted by H , equals [22]

H = 2−n

n/2+1�
u=2

uP (u, n) log2 u. (22)

The redundancy H has been computed in [ [22], Table II]
for selected values of n ≤ 213. For n = 213, we find
H − H0 ≈ 0.033. Eq. (19) is ill-conditioned as P (u, n) is
the difference between two much larger quantities. We were
not able to obtain results of (22) for asymptotically large n,
see also [2].

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, we discuss the number of modifications to
a source word that are made by the prior art Knuth code [14]
and the newly developed code. We start with the new method.

A. New Method

The probability, denoted by Pr1(�), that � = |w(x)|/2,
0 ≤ � ≤ n/2, symbols of x are inverted to obtain ψ(x) equals
(assuming equiprobable source words)

Pr1(�) =

�
1
2n


n
n
2

�
, � = 0,

1
2n−1


n

n
2 +�

�
, 1 ≤ � ≤ n

2 .
(23)

The average number of symbol inversions, denoted by �̄1,
equals

�̄1 =

n
2�

�=1

�Pr1(�). (24)
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Fig. 5. Distributions Pr1(�) and Pr2(�) versus the (relative) number of
symbol inversions �/n. Word length n = 64 and n = 256.

For large n, we obtain by using the well-known Gaussian
approximation to the binomial coefficients,

�̄1 ≈
�

n

2π
, n� 1. (25)

B. Knuth’s Method

Knuth [14] presented a simple scheme for balancing large
codewords. Let x be the n-bit (n even) source word of bipolar
symbols, xi ∈ {−1, 1}. Knuth showed that there is a balancing
index, �, such that

−
��

i=1

xi +
n�

i=�+1

xi = 0, n even. (26)

In other words, by inverting a first segment of � symbols any
word x of even length can be balanced. Note that the balancing
index � is not unique [21]. We assume here that the encoder
selects the smallest balancing index from the set of balancing
indexes. The distribution of the number of symbol inversions,
�, for obtaining the balanced word in Knuth’s scheme, denoted
by Pr2(�), 1 ≤ � ≤ n (1 ≤ j ≤ n/2), has been computed
by Weber and Immink [21] (assuming equiprobable source
words)

Pr2(2j) = Pr2(2j − 1)

=
n− 2j + 1
n2n−2

�
2(j − 1)
j − 1

� �
n− 2j
n
2 − j

�
.

The average number of symbol inversions of Knuth’s scheme,
denoted by �̄2, simply equals, see Appendix,

�̄2 =
n�

�=1

�Pr2(�) =
n

4
+ 1. (27)

C. Comparison of the Two Methods

Figure 5 shows two examples of the distributions Pr1(�)
and Pr2(�) versus the relative number of symbols inversions
�/n for word lengths n = 64 and n = 256. We may notice
that the distribution of Knuth’s method, Pr2(�), is much wider

than that of the new method, Pr1(�), which has a direct effect
on the average number of inversions (bit changes) made. For
example, for a codeword length n = 1000 around 12 symbol
inversions are required on average per codeword for the new
scheme. Knuth’s code requires, on average, for the same
codeword length, n = 1000, around 250 symbol inversions
for translating source words into codewords.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel method for efficiently translating
arbitrary user data into balanced codewords. The new code is
minimally modified as the number of symbol changes made
to the source word for translating it into a balanced codeword
is minimal. The encoder inverts, on average, approximately�
n/2π, n� 1, symbols of the source word, where n denotes

the source word length; the other code symbols being equal to
the source symbols. The redundancy of the new method using
a fixed-length tag is log2(n/2 + 1). Large look-up tables for
encoding and decoding are avoided. The (time) complexity of
the new balanced encoder and decoder grows linearly with
source word length n for asymptotically large values of n.

VII. APPENDIX

Let for 1 ≤ j ≤ n
2

Pr2(2j) = Pr2(2j − 1)

=
n− 2j + 1
n2n−2

�
2(j − 1)
j − 1

� �
n− 2j
n
2 − j

�
. (28)

Theorem 3:

�̄2 =
n�

i=1

iPr2(i) =
n

4
+ 1. (29)

Proof: We simply find, combining Pr2(2i) and Pr2(2i−1),

n�
i=1

iPr2(i) =

n
2�

i=1

(4i− 1)Pr2(2i). (30)

Since Pr2(i) is a probability mass function, we have
n
2�

i=1

Pr2(2i) =
1
2
, (31)

and we obtain

�̄2 = 4

n
2�

i=1

iPr2(2i) − 1
2
. (32)

Define the moments

mk(n) =

n
2�

j=1

jk

�
2(j − 1)
j − 1

� �
n− 2j
n
2 − j

�
, k = 0, 1, 2, (33)

then substituting into (32) yields

�̄2 =
4(n+ 1)
n2n−2

m1(n) − 8
n2n−2

m2(n) − 1
2
. (34)

In the literature [ [24], pp. 187], we find

m0(n) = 2n−2. (35)
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As, see (28), (31), and (33),

n+ 1
n2n−2

m0(n) − 2
n2n−2

m1(n) =
1
2
, (36)

we obtain
m1(n) = 2n−4(n+ 2). (37)

The zeroth and second moments, m0(n) and m2(n), are the
autoconvolution of the sequence


2i
i

�
and i


2i
i

�
, i = 1, 2, . . .,

respectively. The generating function of the autoconvolution
is obtained by squaring the original generating function as
presented in [24]. Due to space limitations, we omit the details,
and summarize the result:

m2(n) = 2n−7(3n2 + 6n+ 8). (38)

Substituting (37) and (38) into (34) proves the theorem. �
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